A new method of developing an "eftective-mass" equation for electrons moving in a perturbed periodic structure is discussed. This method is particularly adapted to such problems as arise in connection with impurity states and cyclotron resonance in semiconductors such as Si and Ge. The resulting theory generalizes the usual effective-mass treatment to the case where a band minimum is not at the center of the Brillouin zone, and also to the case where the band is degenerate. The latter is particularly striking, the usual Wannier equation being replaced by a set of coupled differential equations.
time axis could be detected. Hence, one concludes that if the deformation introduced changes in the elastic constants C33 or C44 these changes must be less than one or two percent for strains up to 10 -' radian. Such a result is to be expected since the appearance of slip bands on the surface indicates that the deformation was confined to numerous very narrow bands. Within these bands one might expect very diGerent elastic modulii but since their total thickness is small compared to the total thickness of undisturbed crystal, the sound wave spends most of its time traveling in an undeformed lattice.
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I. INTRODUCTION ' 'X recent years, there has been a renewed interest iñ~t he problem of motion of charge carriers in perturbed periodic 6elds. The principle tool has been the so-called effective mass" theory, which replaces the effect of the periodic Geld by a mass tensor, the elements of which are determined by the unperturbed band.
structure. ' The rigorous theory has so far been limited almost entirely to the case where the relevant band is simple and has its lowest point at the center of the first Brillouin zone. In this form it is not directly applicable to the treatment of semiconductors such as Si and Ge. For these substances, recent "cyclotron" resonance experiments' indicate that both the conduction band and the valence band are not of this simple form. The conduction band for Si does not have its minimum at k = 0, but has six equivalent minima along the (100) directions of the first Brillouin zone. Similarly the conduction band in Ge consists of eight equivalent minima along (111) directions. In both these cases the principal curvatures -which determine the effective mass tensor -are ' R. Peierls, Z. Physik 80, 763 (1933); 81, 186 (1933) ; G. H. Wannier, Phys. Rev. 52, 191 (1937) ;J. C. Sister, Phys. Rev. 76, 1592 (1949 ; J. M. Luttinger, Phys. Rev. 84, 814 (1951) ; E. N.
Adams II, Phys. Rev. 85, 41 (1952) ; P. Feuer, Phys. Rev. 88, 92 (1952); E. N. Adams II, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 2013 (1953 .
s Dresselhaus, Kip, and Kittel, Phys. Rev. 92, 827 (1953); 95, 568 (1954) ; Lax, Zeiger, Dexter, and Rosenblum, Phys. Rev. 93, 1418 (1954) ; Dexter, Zeiger, and Lax, Phys. Rev. 95, 557 (1954); B. Lax (a-type Si) (private communication). known with some accuracy. For the valence band, the situation is rather more complex. The top of the valence band is at k=0, but this is also a degeneracy point, i.e. , there are several eigenfunctions with the same energy at this point. The theory of band structure in the neighborhood of such a degeneracy is due to Shockley. ' There is in addition the complication that for such degenerate functions the spin-orbit coupling must be taken into account. '
We have investigated the form of the eGective mass theory for these more complicated situations. For clarity, we begin with a new treatment of the case of a simple band with its lowest point at k=0. This treatment, we believe, expresses the results of the eGective mass theory in particularly compact form, and also has the advantage of being easily generalized to more complicated cases. (An alternative derivation more closely related to the work of Adams' is described in Appendix A. This derivation is perhaps simpler for impurity states in nondegenerate bands but is not as easily generalized for the cases of cyclotron resonance and. degenerate bands. )
In Sec. II, this theory will be developed for the discussion of impurity centers and "cyclotron" resonance.
In Sec. III, the changes necessary for the "manyvalley" case (i.e. , the conduction band of Si or Ge) will be discussed. Section IV then extends the treatment to degenerate bands without spin-orbit coupling, and Gnally in Sec. V the modifications brought about by spin-orbit coupling are introduced. s W. Shockley, Phys. Rev. 78, 173 (1950) .
II. SIMPLE BANDS (A) Impurity Centers
We begin by considering an impurity center in a substance with a simple band, the minimum of which is at k=0. Let 
We assert that these form a complete orthonormal set if the f"k do. Imagine any function f(r) expanded in the ist k. 1 &p""'=-)I ii. p*N pdr= cell from (II.7). Finally, then, (x"k,x"k ) =5(k' -k)8", (II.12) On the other hand, any periodic function can be expressed in terms of the Hloch functions at the bottom of the band, which are complete with respect to periodic functions. Therefore n/ dk'A (k') x which is the required orthonormality.
We now make in (II.2) the Ansatz (II.13) e"k --P"b."(k)e.p, (II.6) which yields, when substituted in (II.5), the result which gives the equation
(II.14)
The notation (ek~Hp+ U(e'k') means matrix elements with respect to the p"&. These may be evaluated in the following manner. For Ho we have (Nk~Ho ( u'k') =~e '"'u *Hoe'" 'u". odr p-=o p-"=p"-=(p-")* (II18).
The former follows from the fact that p (k) = mBo"(k)/Bk, which is zero at the minimum of a band. 
Bk.Bkp for k=0. Therefore, we may write e"(k)B"(k)+ t 'LL(k -k')B (k')dk'= eB"(k), (II.35) (
in the y"~r epresentation. The correction terms to U are also easily found. Consider first (ekj (U,S) je'k').
Using (II.31) and (II.28), we obtain at once Since A (k) =B"(k)+0(a/a, ), the leading term in the wave function becomes, from (II.13):
S-: 8X t.
In order to find the matrix elements of II in the X"l, representation, we need those of yp, and y'. Thus Rev. 93, 245 (1954) . See also D. L. Dexter, Phys. Rev. 93, 244 (1954) .
(1 a e'ts'~&'u e*u"sdr
. (11. 45) i Bk~' In ordinary units we may define s=e$Q/kc, s then having units of a reciprocal length squared. This length L= L(Ac)/(e 5(',)]+& 10~cm, under typical experimental circumstances for "cyclotron" resonance. It is therefore much larger than the lattice spacing.
The Hamiltonian in the x"k representation is therefore We shall only be interested in the intraband matrix elements of H. Thus, We shall now introduce a complete set of functions~h ere p"p defined by dk'(ek I Hp+ U I ek')A "(lt') = eA "(k'). (IV.5) n'
The analysis leading from (II.14) to (II.22) is again valid due to the orthonormality of the P"~, and we obtain Lon specializing e to j in (IV.5)$ band being depressed by an amount, say ) . It is this X which is very roughly 0.2 ev in Ge and 0.05 ev in Si. If we assume that the U (or magnetic field) is sufficiently small to produce no appreciable mixing of these bands, then we obtain an independent set of four coupled equations to describe the situation for the J=-, ' band and a set of two equations to describe the J=-, ' band. 
, (V.14) X= -spin-orbit splitting at k=0. For the impurity state problem, the matrix (V.13) with k replaced by -iV now takes place of the matrix D;; "~( iV' ) ( -i%a-) in Eq. (IV.11).In Si, where the binding energy is comparable to the spin-orbit splitting X it is necessary to treat these six coupled differential equations together. On the other hand, in Ge, X is very likely su%ciently larger than the binding energy, so that these six equations decouple to a good approximation. SpeciGcally, if the top of the J=2 band lies higher than that corresponding to J=-', as appears likely, the acceptor states are solutions of the following four coupled diGerential equations: "W. Shockley, Phys. Rev. 79, 191 (1950); 90, 491 (1953 where E=-a~a has integer eigenvalues 0, 1, 2, -.
All terms now have a common factor of s, which we shall drop; the final energy levels should be multiplied by s. In terms of these new operators, the matrix operator (V.17) becomes (on changing the labeling as indicated):
Here n=--', (A+8), p-= -', (A+58), p= -v3 (n -p). Therefore the eigenvalue problem factors into two 2&2
problems, which differ from each other only in that e and p are interchanged. We consider only the 6rst one.
he expressions (C.11) and (C.12) represent all eigenvalues of (C.7), as may easily be seen by considering the limiting case where y=0. Therefore the totality of eigenvalues of (V.17) for this case is "(e. ) =-: Rev. 95, 844 (1954) . (0) calculated from (2.3). The object of the following considerations is to make theoretical estimates of its (0) and to compare them to the values listed in Table I . where V(r) is the effective periodic potential for a conduction electron in Si and U(r) is the additional potential due to the replacement of one Si atom by a donor ion. For r large compared to the interatomic ' J. E. Mack, Revs. Modern Phys. 22, 64 (1950) .
